Among physical applications of a simple approximation of Bessel function of integer order can be referred to finding natural frequencies of the circular membrane using the novel method from the wave approach. In general, wave approach cannot be employed in the case of standing waves. This shortcoming can be removed by utilizing the idea of converting the standing-waves into moving-waves. By so doing, Bessel function which is a standing wave can be replaced by an exponential function. As a consequence of this conversion, it will be much easier to carry out variety of mathematical operation on the newly derived moving-wave in the form of exponential function. The results of present study evince that the solution obtained by this approach is so accurate and the same as those derived by using the cylindrical wave functions that will be investigated in this paper from wave approach. Of the important application of wave approach analysis is study of crack in mechanical systems. When we use the classical method for the systems having the crack, the relations will be complicate. This method can be applied to membrane which has discontinuities such as cracks, because the wave approach is convenient for these systems.
Introduction
In classical method for vibration analysis of membranes we apply the boundary conditions to the general solution of the differential equation of motion. It yields to find the natural frequencies [6] .Vibrations can be described as a linear combination of the modes of a structure. An alternative method is to describe vibrations as propagating waves travelling in the structure.
Wave propagation transmission and reflection in solids have been studied by a number of researchers [1-3, 5, 8] .
S.-K. Lee et al. consider the wave motion in thin, uniform, and curved beams with constant curvature [10] .S.-K. Lee et al. used wave approach to analyze non-uniform waveguides whose properties vary rapidly but deterministically and where no wave conversion occurs [11] . N. R.
Harland et al¸ investigate wave motion in tunable fluid-filled beams [8] . E.C.N. Wester and B.R.
Mace apply a statistical, wave-based approach to x analyze the energy flow in structures [4] . Lin [13] presented an analytical method, based on cylindrical wave functions, for calculating the free transverse vibrations of uniform circular plates and membranes with e-ccentric holes. In aforementioned paper, although the cylindrical wave function is proposed, the wave approach is not employed in order to find the solution. In fact, with reliance on classical solution, in their study, authors have proposed the number of complicated series in their work. Hence, if the system contains cracks, the solution can't be found easily.
In this paper we present a new analytical solution for free vibration of circular membranes by wave propagation method which is organized as follows: In the section 2, the equation of motion for circular membranes is presented. In Section 3, the propagation and reflection matrices are obtained. In Section 4, we consider the Vibration analysis using the wave approach. In section 5, we compare this method with classical methods and describe some applications of this approach.
Equation of Motion and Propagation
The equation of motion for membrane is defined as [12] :
Where T is the tension of membrane, W is transverse displacement, ρ is mass density, t is time,
is known as the Laplacian operator.
By considering (1) in polar coordinate, the general solution is:
In which ω is the circular frequency. We can rewrite (2) as [9] : 
since n Y at center is infinite, E must be zero. So relation (4) will be written as follows:
We can write the relation (4) in terms of cylindrical waves:
Where E 1 ,E 2 are constant and Hankel function is presented as follows: For the first method, consider the relation (7). The positive-and negative-going waves are:
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As a second approach, using Eq. (10), (11), and (12), we can find the propagating waves, respectively. 
Propagation and Reflection Wave Matrices
From wave standpoint, vibrations propagating in an object and reflecting at boundaries are governed by the so-called propagation and reflection matrices. Now, Consider two points A and B on a flexurally vibrating membrane along the r-direction at the distance 2R apart, denoting the 
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In the next section, the natural frequencies of the circular membrane for all the modes, 
Obtaining the Natural frequencies
Next steps proposed by the authors to obtain the natural frequencies in the range of 0 toω f using the second approach would be:
1-obtainig f from Eq.(5).
2-obtaining the number of terms of the equivalent function 'p': it is determined on how the equivalent function fits Bessel functions of the first kind in the range of 0 to f R. It is enough to achieve the minimum accuracy of the order of 10 in these functions because, as will be shown, by this accuracy, the results of wave and classical approach up to 10 order are compatible. So, in order to achieve this accuracy, we choose 'p' such that the maximum difference between equivalent function and the Bessel Function is less than10 .
The final step will be for both methods:
3-using the proposed equivalent function and hankel function, the transmission and reflection matrices will be determined, relation (26).In final section, An equation ,in which the natural frequencies of the circular membrane are the roots of that equation, would be derived, relation (29).
A numerical example will show the validity of these steps as follows:
we wish to obtain the natural frequencies of a circular membrane in the range of 0-250 rad/s. mechanical properties of the membrane are used to obtain f from equation (5) . In this example the A
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Vol. 5, No. 7, 2011 radius of the membrane would be 0.5 meter. Because of reason described in step (2), the number of terms used in the equivalent function to fit the Bessel functions of the first kind is p=8, but we calculate the equations with parameter "p" and replace it with p=8.
Considering the boundary conditions, we have:
Propagation & reflection matrices:
As seen in fig.4 and considering the propagating waves [10] , we can obtain the propagation and reflection matrix as follows: 
Validation
Using Newton method, the roots of equation (29) Table 1 , 2 and 3.
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Conclusion
The novel analytical solution from the wave standpoint was suggested. Instead of Bessel functions of the first kind, an equivalent function, as one of the applications of Bessel function approximation, was used to solve the wave equations. Using the equivalent and cylindrical functions, it has been shown
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Vol. 5, No. 7, 2011 how reflection and transmission matrices can be derived to analyze the vibration of circular membranes. As a consequence of this conversion, it will be much easier to carry out variety of mathematical operation on the newly derived moving-wave in the form of exponential function. The
Steps are proposed to obtain the natural frequencies of the circular membrane in a specific range and the results are compared with the existing classical method. The results are verified with the classical method [9] which leads to applying boundary conditions to the equation of motion to obtain natural frequencies, but in this method we can calculate the natural frequencies without solving the equation of motion. The results of equivalent and cylindrical wave function were the same. When we use the classical method for the systems having the crack, the relations will be complicate. This method can be applied to membrane which has discontinuities such as cracks, because the wave approach is convenient for these systems.
